
  

  

Abstract—Transformers are a critical part of an electrical 

utility’s asset base. On-line monitoring and diagnostics is a 

useful tool to help operators to manage their assets and make 

decisions on continuing operation, maintenance or replacement. 

Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) is the heart of on-line monitoring 

as it is a well-established method of transformer diagnosis. DGA 

techniques are simple, inexpensive, and widely used to interpret 

gases dissolved due to the deterioration of the insulating oil of 

power transformers and hence to diagnosis, possibility of 

various type of faults in power transformer. Various diagnostic 

criteria based on gas analysis have been developed. In this 

paper, the application of many AI techniques have been 

presented such as Artificial Neural Network (AAN), Fuzzy 

Interface System (FIS), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Extended 

Relation Function (ERF), Bayesian Network (BN), Self 

Organizing Map (SOM) and Discrete Wavelet Network (WNs) 

Transforms, which can be used to increase the efficient and 

accurate diagnosis for off line and on line monitoring of power 

transformers.  

 
Index Terms—Power Transformer, Dissolve Gas Analysis, 

Artificial Intelligence Techniques. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Power transformers play an important role in both the 

transmission and distribution of electrical power system. It is 

very essential oil-insulated components in power systems and 

its operational state determines the safety of the whole power 

system. Failure of a transformer may cause long interruptions 

in power supply and require expensive repairs. An incipient 

fault in a transformer should be detected as early as possible, 

preventing the transformer from further deterioration. 

Diagnostic approaches can be divided into two groups: 

on-line and off-line. Transformer ageing process of 

insulating oil and cellulose materials has been monitored by 

many different techniques such as Dissipation factor, 

capacitance, Breakdown voltage of oil and paper, Degree of 

polymerization (DP), Total combustible Gases (TCG), furan 

analysis, Interfacial Tension (IFT) analysis etc. Dissolved 

Gas Analysis is most widely method to detect incipient faults 

in oil filled transformer and Electrical equipment. Dissolved 
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gas analysis is made on the basis of the standard IEC60599 

standards [1]. Several diagnosis methods, such as the Rogers 

and Duval Triangle methods, are available to identify the 

different types of fault occurring in service such as arcing, 

partial discharges, or hot spots. DGA includes detection, 

quantification and characterization of the Gases. These gases, 

called characteristic gases, include, Hydrogen (H2), Methane 

(CH4), Ethane (C2H6), Ethylene (C2H4) and Acetylene 

(C2H2), and Carbon Oxides such as CO and CO2. The nature 

and the amount of the individual component gases extracted 

from the oil may be indicative of the type and degree of 

abnormality. The DGA data provides information about the 

condition of the transformer and advance warning of 

developing faults, monitoring the rate of fault development, 

confirm the presence of faults, conveniently scheduling 

repairs and monitoring of condition during overload. 

Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) is a usual method to 

diagnose the fault of power transformer. There are many 

conventional methods used to detect transformer fault, 

mainly including Key Gas method Rogers Ratio Method, 

Dorenburgs Ratio Method, IEC method, Duval’s Triangle 

method, Denkyoken method, CIGRE’s method, Nomograph 

method, NBR7274 method and IS 10593:2006 method [2-9]. 

In classical method the interpretation of the result to 

diagnosis the fault in power transformer depends upon the 

experience of human experts. Some time a high degree of 

inconsistency and ambiguity have absorbed regarding 

interpretation of result by different human experts so there is 

a urgent need of development AI techniques used for DGA 

are explained in this paper 

In this paper, AI techniques like Artificial Neural Network 

(AAN), Fuzzy Interface System (FIS), Genetic Algorithm 

(GA), Extended Relation Function (ERF), Bayesian Network 

(BN), Self Organizing Map (SOM) and Discrete Wavelet 

Network (WNs) Transforms applied to Dissolved Gas 

Analysis method have been discussed. 

II. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK APPLICATION TO DGA  

The Artificial Neural Network method can be used more 

accurately and effective for this purpose since the hidden 

relationships between the fault types and dissolved gases can 

be recognized by ANN through training process. An ANN 

used with Adaptive Back-propagation learning algorithm for 

the fault diagnosis of power transformer. 

ANN can learn and adapt to statistical distributions, extract 

essential characteristics from input data, and require no 

physical models. Since fault diagnosis is basically a process 

of associating an input data pattern to one or more fault 

conditions, ANN is an ideal tool for such a task [10]. 
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In ANN apply mainly work, Input feature-selection 

constitutes an essential as a first step and next step of the 

ANN application design is to choose network topology. That 

should be chosen very carefully so that the input features will 

correctly reflects the characteristics of the problem. That 

should be done experimentally through a repeated process to 

optimize the number of hidden layers and nodes according to 

training performance and prediction accuracy. In transformer 

insulating oil dissolved key gases like H2, CH4, C2H6, 

C2H4, and C2H2 are chosen as input features in ANN. Since 

overheating, partial discharge and arcing are the three major 

fault types in power transformers; hence there will be four 

output patterns to be identified including the normal 

condition [11]. 

The ANNs are tools particularly adapted to help the 

specialists in maintenance in the activities of classification, 

diagnosis and decision makings, prediction etc. An important 

advantage of ANN-based fault diagnostics is that it can learn 

directly from the training samples, and update its knowledge 

when necessary. The highly non-linear mapping capability of 

neurons provides a comparable and often superior 

performance over fuzzy system solutions. ANN 

computational complexity is not too high, especially in 

testing (diagnosis) process. For these reasons, many studies 

are undertaken in the field of maintenance to evaluate the 

contributions of neural networks before their operational 

implementation. The application of ANN makes possible to 

reduce considerably the laboratory experiment time while 

networks learn how to predict properties of insulation for 

duration longer than those of the tests thus constituting a tool 

making more economic the tests of high voltage in general. 

ANN method is more accurately applied to Dissolved Gas 

Analysis since the hidden relationships between fault types 

and dissolved gases can be recognized by ANN through 

training process [12-15]. 

A multi-layer feed-forward artificial neural network has 

been proposed to identify the fault and a generalized delta 

rule has been used for training of network. Implementation 

involves the generating of training data, and design of ANN 

structure, training of network and testing. In this application, 

gas ratios become the inputs for neural network and types of 

faults become the outputs of the network. To start with, a 

three layer network has been considered, in which size of 

input layer is equal to number of gas ratios and size of output 

layer is equal to the number of different faults and the nodes 

in the hidden layer are selected based on experience and a 

schematic diagram of a three layer network is shown in 

Figure 1. [16].  

 
Fig.1. Multi-layer feed-forward Neural Network [16]. 

III. FUZZY LOGIC APPLICATION TO DGA 

A Periodic maintenance of large power transformers fault 

diagnosis system has been proposed and implemented of 

fuzzy diagnosis to improve the conventional DGA methods. 

DGA technology is approved as applicable to discover 

internal latent transformer failure and its development trend. 

Therefore, whether in the domestic or international arena, 

DGA technology has secured a significant position in the 

rank of preventive testing of electrical equipments. The fuzzy 

logic analysis involves three successive processes, namely: 

Fuzzification, Fuzzy Inference and Defuzzification [17]. 

In the process of designing a transformer fault diagnostic 

system, the uncertainly shows the following two 

characteristics :(i) A great number of test data (including the 

preventive test and other tests), some expert experience and 

some criteria which can be directly numerated should be 

translated into fuzzy numbers. This process is called 

numerical uncertainty translation. (ii) Some expert 

experience and some criteria which are expressed in 

linguistic language cannot be numerated directly. They also 

need to be changed into fuzzy numbers. The process is called 

linguistic uncertainty translation. 

In fuzzy diagnosis system we take first, the associated 

membership functions of fuzzy subsets were determined 

empirically or basically in a trial-and-error manner, while the 

conventional DGA diagnosis criteria were to be implicitly 

obeyed. And second step, a great number of previous 

diagnosis records of dissolved gas were mainly employed as 

a test purpose rather than as a development basis of the fuzzy 

diagnosis system. The information inherently contained in 

the numerical data was not fully utilized in establishing the 

diagnosis system. And the last step, due to the wide variety of 

conditions which affect the results of DGA, the diagnosis 

system should be continuously maintained or modified 

according to the cases newly obtained. However, manual 

knowledge acquisition and knowledge base revision out of 

the large numerical data are quite tedious, often resulting in a 

lengthy process of generating the fuzzy if-then rules and 

adjusting the membership functions of the corresponding 

fuzzy subsets [18]. 

 

Fig.2. Structure of the Fuzzy Diagnosis System [17] 

The approach is based on the interpretation of DGA data 

using Fuzzy Logic (FL). The proposed diagnostic method 

adopts indicators related to the ratios C2H4/C2H6, 
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C2H2/C2H4 CH4/H2 and to the concentration of specific 

gases such as hydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane, ethane, 

ethylene, acetylene. Different combinations of these four 

codes represent different fault patterns, overheating, arcing, 

and corona. Fuzzy Analysis an integrated analysis, it can 

diagnose the fault of transformer effectively and manage the 

data of DGA in oil of transformer [19]. 

 

IV. NEURO-FUZZY APPLICATION TO DGA 

In new development in a transformer diagnostic system 

that utilized both an expert system and a neural network to 

detect different causes of failures in a power transformer [20]. 

The knowledge of the expert system has many uncertainties 

& problems, and therefore fuzzy logic is employed. In this 

case, the neural network employs sampled learning to 

complement the knowledge-based diagnosis of the expert 

system. The two techniques are integrated by comparing the 

expert system conclusion with the neural network reasoning 

using a consultative mechanism. A block diagram for this 

type of hybrid system is given in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig.3. Strategy for combined fuzzy logic, expert system, and neural network 

The advantage of neuro - fuzzy modelling includes the 

facility for extracting the information or knowledge hidden in 

the measured data and the ability for approximating 

complicated non linear functions with simpler models [21]. 

 

V. EXTENSION NEURAL NETWORK APPLICATION TO DGA 

There are many methods to detect the major fault by the 

help of dissolved gas in transformer oil. The ENN proposed 

is a Combination of extension theory and a neural network. 

Using an innovative extension distance instead of Euclidean 

distance (ED) to measure the similarity between tested data 

and the cluster centre, it can effect supervised learning and 

achieve shorter learning times than traditional neural 

networks. To overcome the drawbacks of traditional neural 

networks, a type of neural network is proposed for incipient 

fault diagnosis of power transformers in this paper. The 

proposed ENN uses a combination of extension theory (IS) 

and the neural network. In this way there are some classified 

problems that feature the defined range [22]. 

 

VI. SELF ORGANIZING MAP APPLICATION TO DGA 

The SOM approach has provided a means of enhancing the 

condition monitoring of power transformers. It is more useful 

than other techniques for the diagnosis of transformer faults. 

This method is based on the data mining methodology and 

the self-organizing map, has been compared and validated 

using conventional interpretation schemes and real fault 

cases, thereby proven to be capable of enhancing the 

condition monitoring of power transformers. Basically the 

approach based on the self organizing map algorithm and 

Self- Organizing Polynomial network techniques uses the 

real fault cases for the present position of power transformer 

[23]. That SOM approach requires only recorded DGA data 

for modelling and it is able to provide convincing diagnosis 

to all DGA records for the easy and cost effective to 

implement and eliminate the elements of uncertainty and 

ambiguity. Basically that effective  approach can be used as a 

decision support tool by expert  engineers, in addition to 

conventional approaches and expert experiences, to monitor 

and diagnose the operating condition of power transformers. 

The self-organizing polynomial networks based transfor- 

mer diagnosis system has been implemented based on the 

actual diagnostic gas records collected in power transformer. 

SOPNs based diagnostic scheme to handle the numerical, 

complicated, and uncertain relationships of dissolved gases 

(input) to fault conditions (output). The developed diagnosis 

system can accurately capture the complex and subtle 

input-output relationships [24]. 

 
Fig. 4. The Self-Organizing Transformer Diagnosis System 

The advantages of Self organizing map over traditional & 

effective methods for analysis and interpretation of dissolved 

gas analysis data such as, that is not depend on any actual 

fault cases and DGA schemes for its modelling so it is very 

easy and cost effective to implement. That is not only allows 

diagnosis of a fault based on visualization of inherent data 

characteristics, but it also allows the Condition monitoring of 

power transformer [25]. 

 

VII. GENETIC ALGORITHM APPLICATION IN DGA 

We can also prediction of dissolved gas in transformer oil 

concentration with using Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Grey 

theory [26]. Genetic algorithm can impose a series of genetic 

operations such as selection, crossover and mutation on the 

current population, which will generates the new population 

and gradually evolves to the optimal solution. Genetic 

Algorithm is defined as proceeds to initialize a population of 

solutions randomly, and then improves itself through 

iterations of selection, crossover and mutation. Genetic 

algorithm is a search technique used in computing to find 

exact or approximate solutions to optimization and search 

problems. 
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In short, it is a very efficient and widely used technique to 

determine dissolved gases due to deterioration of the 

insulating oil of transformers.GA has been applied to search 

the optimal parameter of new technique grey model. In gray 

system some part of informations are known and some 

informations are unknown [27]. The main advantage of this 

system utilize only a few know data points by such a way of 

accumulated Generating Operation (AGO) to established the 

more effective model for diagnosis to power transformer. In 

such method has the main advantage, not to pursue large 

sample size and not require special data distribution. In 

regression analysis, calculation is very easy & smaller than 

other methods. 

The GA determined the dilation and translation parameters 

and the weighting values of the most accurate diagnosis DGA 

model. The information hidden in the many DGA diagnostic 

records was efficiently extracted by the GA without heavy 

human involvement, because of the self-tuning, multiscale, 

multiresolution, and localization of the method [28]. 

 

VIII. WAVELET NETWORKS APPLICATION TO DGA 

The wavelet network has attracted much attention in signal 

analysis and pattern recognition.  The wavelet theory has 

found many effective applications in function approximation, 

numerical analysis, and signal processing. Some time we can 

combine the wavelet multi scale theory and neural network 

and get  a novel high performance network—wavelet 

networks, which are easy-to identify network structures and 

deal effectively with the problems of high dimensional model. 

Some studies have reported the use of wavelet network and 

DGA samples for incipient fault detection in power 

transformers. The WN, trained by an error back propagation 

algorithm or binary encoding genetic algorithm (GA) had 

good diagnosis capabilities. 

WN approaches famous those of the conventional 

back-propagation neural-network method and are suitable for 

faults diagnosis of power transformers, especially with the 

evolving WN achieving superior performance. We can 

divide the feed forward wavelet network commonly used into 

two types, then these two types of wavelet networks based on 

two different activation functions of the wavelet nodes are 

applied in fault diagnosis of power transformers. Test results 

verified that the WNs possess higher diagnosis accuracy and 

require less learning time than the existing methods [29-30]. 

 

IX. RECENT TECHNIQUES FOR DGA 

Many researchers are working for development of new 

techniques for this important analysis. Some of the 

techniques are hybrid of the above mentioned procedures. 

The research work is still in progress to develop DGA 

techniques based upon new principals. 

 Jiyin Zhao et al. has explained transformer Fault 

Diagnosis Based on Niche Genetic Algorithm by using 

optimize Adaptive-Learning-Rate-Momentum Back 

Propagation (BP) Network [31].  The reasoning process of 

Bayesian Network (BN) is fast calculating process of 

probability based on already existent information. This 

technique find out power transformer faults rapidly and 

exactly into transformer fault diagnosis by constructing the 

transformer fault diagnosis model [32, 33]. 

A fault system of power transformer can be also 

recognized as a typical grey system. In this new method grey 

target theory is given to recognized power transformer state 

without the any standard fault model. Grey system theory is 

used to study the uncertain system having the characteristics 

of small sample and uncertainty poor information. It uses 

partial given information to realize the object and get its 

evolution rule. It provides an available method for state 

assessment of power transformer. It is one of the effective 

methods for Multi-objective decision-making. [34]. 

A fault diagnosis model of DGA based on an improved 

binary tree multi -class support vector machine is constructed. 

This method rapidness and precision than other methods and 

better improvement in accuracy rate of fault diagnosis. In this 

operational models of the oil-immersed transformer are 

divided into five models: thermal fault of low temperature, 

thermal fault of high temperature, discharge of low energy, 

discharge of high energy and normal state. These faults are 

consisted of six types of dissolved gases (H2, CH4, C2H6, 

C2H4, C2H2 and CO) in transformer oil [35]. 

Laser Raman Spectroscopic Analyses approach used for 

Dissolved Gases in power transformer oil [36].  A laser 

excites a target, and the spectrum of the energy-shifted, 

back-scattered radiation serves as a "fingerprint" - providing 

compositional and structural information.  

A novel extension method for power equipment fault 

diagnosis is presented based on a least square (LS) fusion 

combining neural network and dissolved gas analysis (DGA) 

[37]. In that method Compared with single neural network, 

the LS weighted fusion combining neural network can 

identify equipment fault correctly when the DGA 

characteristics is very similar with other type fault, while the 

single neural network may fail at this case.  The identification 

correct ratio of the combining network is much higher than 

single neural network. 

An innovative method is presented for fault diagnosis of 

power transformers, which is based on the matter- element 

model and Extended Relation Function (ERF) [38].  In this 

test gas results show that this method can not only diagnosis 

the main fault types of transformers, but it can also detect 

important information future trends and multi-fault analysis 

by the relation degree [39]. 

In modern trends Dissolved Gas Analysis in transformer 

by the help of new diffusion dynamic model. The method is 

based on the measurement of diffusion times of characteristic 

gases inside the oil-impregnated cellulose. In that method has 

been used to obtain the model parameters from limited 

experimental data [40]. Characteristic gases dissolved in 

transformer oil migrate between the liquid and solid 

insulation. Fick’s law of diffusion dictates this process in the 

most fundamental way. The dynamic model used in this 

study was first suggested by von Guggenberg and Melcher 

for moisture diffusion [41]. Application of this model to 

characteristic gases, however, requires experimental 

acquisition of the model parameters for these gases.  

A Fault Diagnosis Method Combined Fuzzy Logic with 

CMAC (Cerebellar model articulation controller) Neural 

Network for Power Transformers. It uses fuzzy logic to 

extract diagnosis rules from a lot of fault samples, and then, 

the extracted rules are employed to optimize CMAC network. 

Many real fault samples are analyzed by FCMAC (Fuzzy 
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CMAC neural network) for the purpose of verification, and 

the analyzed results are also compared with those analyzed 

by IEC ratio method and those by the CMAC neural network 

[42]. 

A new technique developed on-line monitoring system to 

detect the concentrations of H2 and CO dissolved in 

transformer oil. In this system mounts Polyperfluoro 

ethylene-propylene membrane, electrochemical gas sensors, 

a wireless communication terminal based on RF (Radio 

Frequency) transceiver, and data management software 

recording the concentration of H2 and CO. Those systems 

which incorporated wireless data acquisition will taken 

definitely shorten a time gap between the changes of gas 

concentrations and dissolved gas analysis. In facts, the whole 

system is able to rapidly determine concentration of 

dissolved H2 and CO, and definitely provides the results 

instantaneously by using wireless data acquisition [43]. 

A novel association rule mining (ARM)-based dissolved 

gas analysis (DGA) approach to fault diagnosis of power 

transformers. In typical knowledge discovery process 

includes three steps, i.e. preprocessing data, applying a data 

mining algorithm, and post processing obtained results. In 

facts, such a ARM process are developed, including data 

preprocessing, rule discovery Apriori-Total From Partial 

TFP, and association rule set ARS post processing. The final 

results demonstrate that the novel ARM-based DGA 

approach has achieved the highest fault diagnosis accuracies 

[44]. 

The DGA real-time monitoring system developer needs to 

reduce the sampling interval of a real-time DGA monitoring 

system. So a new methodology developed such as, 

constructed upon Dempster – Shafer theoretic approach. That 

is proposes a novel interpretation rule and algorithm. Weibull 

functions were utilized to quantify the degree of belief in 

major fault according to respective DGA parameters. 

Threshold belief mass (THB) that distinguishes incipient 

fault from major fault, which is located within the interval of 

degree of belief in major fault were observed. In this 

approach, based on minimum threshold values, a novel rule 

termed as Threshold Belief Mass (THB) interpretation rule is 

proposed and compared with Dempster's and Yager's 

combination rule. In fact, this new approach enables a system 

operator to interpret DGA data more systematically [45]. 

New Quantum Neural Network (QNN) was applied to 

diagnosis the transformer fault by employing the DGA data. 

The advantage of the QNN model based on quantum phase in 

dealing with uncertain, ambiguous and cross fault data are 

verified by the practical engineering application [46]. 

Genetic 

Programming (GPFM) is proposed to diagnose the fault 

types of insulation of power transformers. GPFM algorithms, 

an insulation fault diagnosis system for power systems is 

designed to distinguish the insulation fault types of power 

transformers [47]. 

X. CONCLUSION 

DGA is a very efficient tool for diagnosing incipient faults 

in oil-filled electrical equipment. This paper has presented 

the application of various AI techniques like expert system 

ES, ANN, GA, Fuzzy system and WNs approach etc for 

dissolved gas analysis. The paper has critically examined the 

basic principle procedure and application for DGA of Power 

transformer. It may conclude that these methods are much 

better than the classical methods in particularly for 

interpretation of the DGA results. 
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